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Fuel stewardship in a nuclear renaissance

 Royal society science policy report.
 Independent.
 ‘Nuclear renaissance’ – proliferation.

 Stewardship challenges
 Changing nature of the nuclear industry
 The proliferation resistance of spent fuel 

management
 Recommendations
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Thorium as an alternative fuel

…the breeding reaction on Thorium is largely 
immune from proliferation risks…
Carlo Rubbia, “Sub-critical thorium reactors”, Energy 2050 talk, Stockholm

?
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Other advantages of Thorium

 Three to four times more abundant than U

 Greater safety margins.

 Pu burning options

 ..but largely an unproven technology.
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Thorium – Proliferation resistant? – Fuel

 Most conventional reactors require 235U enriched 
to ~3% as a fuel.

 232Th is not fissile.

  232Th fuel IS proliferation resistant.

 However many Thorium reactor designs require fissile 
material to ‘start-up’ – NOT proliferation resistant.
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Thorium – Proliferation resistant? - Products

 PWR waste products:
 Unburnt fuel, fission products, Pu

 Thorium waste products:
 232Th, fission products, 233U, 232U

 Thorium spent fuel not proliferation resistant(?) 

 
…but this is a simplification! – argument that the fuel is 
“self protecting”
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Enhancing barriers

 Radiation barriers
 Thorium: 232U + fission products
 UREX – extract Uranium only, leaving FP’s & PU,
 Fuel doping1: e.g. with 231Pa

 Other
 COEX2: Co-extraction of U, Pu
 Pyroprocessing: Reduces cooling time, high burn up.

1 Kryuchkov et al Enhancement of MOX fuel protection by doping with 231Pa and 232U COE-INES 
2 Drain et al, COEX process: Cross breeding between innovation and industrial experience, (AREVA/CEA), WM08
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The radiation barrier
 “Intrinsic proliferation resistance of spent fuel”

 Based on dose received from ionising radiations.
 Current ‘recommendation’ for self-protection1

 1 Gy/hr

 For comparison:
 1 X-ray 0.05mGy
 Average UK radiation worker 1.5mGy per year
 Annual UK occupational exposure limit 20mGy per year.

1 Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM) and INFCIRC/225. 

So the recommended limit for self protection is over 400,000 times the UK 
occupational exposure limit.
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Radiation effects
 LD50 4.5 Gy – 50% chance of death within 2 months.
 Dose rate extremely important

 Cell regeneration
 4.5 Gy spread over a whole year far more survivable than an 

instantaneous dose 

 2005 Oak Ridge National Laboratory study used a security-based 
definition of “self protection”–

 “the incapacitation inflicted upon a recipient from inherent radiation 
emissions in a time frame that prevents the recipient from completing 
an intended task”1

 100 Gy/hr – “the level that significantly affected performance of the 
perpetrator & offered limited self-protection (in the range of minutes)” 
– 100% fatality rate.

1 Hansell and Dalnoki-Veress “Examining Self Protection Requirements” Presentation at the ISNS, Vienna, 2009
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PWR fuel assembly example

Lloyd et al “Dose rate estimates for LWR FAs in air” LLNL 1994

Dose rate from PWR Fuel assembly

ORNL 100 Gy/hr
 recommendation

1 Gy/hr
 recommendation

Assume 1m from fuel

‘Self protection’ varies
from 5 to >50 years
depending on the dose criteria
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Self protecting or not?

 Open cycle, UREX: 5 to >50 years
 Thorium, 231Pa depends on half life of 232U (~69 y)

 Dose criteria? – 1Gy/hr or 100Gy/hr

 Mirror imaging

 Conservative

 Political acceptability
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Other technical proliferation barriers

 Optimised system design

 Spiking

 Inert Matrix fuel

 “Unknown unknowns”
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Addressing the “unknown unknowns”

M Freer, “The future of nuclear energy in the UK”, presentation, 2 July 2012

“The UK’s role in the development of nuclear technology
 has been declining over the last few decades”

Royal Society report, “Fuel cycle stewardship in a nuclear renaissance”, October 2011
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Conclusions

 Thorium not an option for the UK
 Economic driver
 Unproven technology

 Thorium not intrinsically proliferation resistant.
 Intrinsic resistance offered by radiation barriers.

 ORNL recommendation

 UK’s role in fission R&D
 Enhanced support needed
 UK needs to be able to contribute to the responsible 

stewardship of a global nuclear renaissance.
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